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What is the Purpose of this Online PIC?
» Introduce you to the Avonlough Sewage Pumping Station Municipal Class 

Environmental Assessment (MCEA) study.

» Provide an overview of the MCEA planning process and Study Area.

» Provide an overview of existing and future conditions.

» Present the study’s problem and opportunities and evaluation of alternative 
solutions.

» Gather feedback on the preliminary recommended wastewater servicing strategy for 
the Loyalist Secondary Plan Area, including sanitary sewage pumping station (SPS) 
and related piping to the Belleville Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP).

» Explain how potential impacts to the community and environment will be addressed.

» Provide an overview of the Project Schedule and next steps.

We welcome you to view the presentation material 
and let us know your feedback by November 8, 2021. 
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Study Area
» The Study Area is located in the western part of the City and includes the Loyalist 

Secondary Plan Area.

» Wastewater is currently managed by the Avonlough Sewage Pumping Station (SPS), 
a number of small SPSs, and forcemain/gravity sewers (refer to next display panel).

Existing Avonlough Road SPS

Wastewater Treatment Plant
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Loyalist Secondary Plan Drainage Area 
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Why this Study?
» The 2010 Loyalist Secondary Plan Area Trunk Sewer Route Selection 

Master Plan identified the need for a new and larger Avonlough Road 
Sewage Pumping Station (SPS) and related forcemain/ gravity/ 
pressure sewers connected directly to the Belleville WWTP.

» The proposed SPS was conceptually shown to be located on the east 
side of Avonlough Road and on the north side of Potter Creek.

» The Loyalist Secondary Plan was adopted by City Council on 
November 8, 2010.

» The Loyalist Secondary Plan Area is beginning to see increased 
development pressure and the current Avonlough Road SPS is 
undersized to meet expected future growth.

» The purpose of this current MCEA study is to review and update the 
2010 Master Plan wastewater servicing strategy, which includes 
confirming the location of the new SPS and related piping to the City’s 
WWTP.

» Once constructed, the new SPS may also support the retirement of four 
existing pump stations: Cascade Boulevard, West Moira Street, Roblin 
Place, and Centennial SPSs.
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MCEA Planning Process 
» This study is following a “Schedule B” MCEA planning and design process which 

requires following the steps below.

» At the end of Phase 2 of the MCEA process, a Project File report documenting the 
planning process followed will be prepared for public review and comment.
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MCEA Problem/Opportunity Statement
Problem
» Significant near and long-term growth is expected in the Loyalist Secondary Plan 

Area. The current Avonlough Sanitary Sewage Pumping Station (SPS) was sized 
and built to only service Loyalist College and the Suzanna Moodie Elementary 
School. As a result, the current SPS is undersized for ultimate development build 
out.

» A large permanent SPS is required, that when constructed, can service the Loyalist 
Secondary Plan Area and potentially support the retirement of four (4) existing pump 
stations: Cascade Boulevard SPS, West Moira Street SPS, Roblin Place SPS and 
the Centennial SPS, as recommended in the 2010 Master Plan.

» The existing sanitary sewer conveyance system does not have sufficient capacity for 
planned future flows. As a result, there is a need for the new SPS to have a direct 
connection to the Belleville WWTP.

» The existing supply of serviceable land is being rapidly consumed by the current 
high development demand. 

» A significant investment in capital works is required to implement the planned 
wastewater servicing solution.

Opportunity
» Improve the overall level of wastewater servicing and 

efficiency to meet the needs of the existing customers 
and future projected growth.

» Coordinate wastewater servicing improvements with 
planned development and other municipal infrastructure 
projects to minimize impacts and maximize efficiencies, 
including recommendations from the recently completed 
Wet Weather and Wastewater Servicing Master Plan.
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Technical Environment
» The following map presents the current catchment areas of the existing pump 

stations.
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Natural Environment – Aquatic
» The Study Area is situated within the boundaries of the Moira River 

and Potter Creek watersheds and includes three watercourses: the 
Moira River, Potter Creek and the Potter Creek Tributary.

» A total of 94 fish species are known to occur within the Study Area, 
including a diverse assemblage of game and forage fish species.

» The following aquatic Species at Risk (SAR) have the potential to 
occur within the Study Area: American Eel, Lake Sturgeon, Bridle 
Shiner, Channel Darter, Grass Pickerel, Northern Sunfish, Rainbow, 
and River Redhorse.

Natural Environment – Terrestrial
» The Potter Creek Tributary is a Locally Significant Wetland (LSW) located within the 

focused areas of investigation. The Study Area also contains unevaluated wetlands. 
All unevaluated wetlands and LSWs were treated as Provincially Significant for this 
study.

» The Study Area around the existing Avonlough SPS is characterized by wooded 
areas and agricultural fields.

» Naturally occurring vegetation communities within the Study Area are limited to a  
large natural system associated with the Potter Creek Tributary located between 
Avonlough Road and Marshall Road.

» Twelve candidate Significant Wildlife Habitat (SWH) types may be present within the 
areas of investigation.

» The following terrestrial SAR have the potential to occur within the focused areas of 
investigation:

– Threatened under the Endangered Species Act (ESA) with a 
medium probability of occurrence: Barn Swallow, Bobolink, 
Chimney Swift, Eastern Meadowlark, Least Bittern, 
Loggerhead Shrike, and Blanding’s Turtle.

– Endangered under the ESA with a medium probability of 
occurrence: Pale-bellied Frost Lichen, Little Brown Myotis, 
Eastern Small-footed Myotis, Northern Myotis, Tri-colored 
Bat, and Butternut
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Natural Environment – Existing Conditions
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Natural Environment – Existing Conditions
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Existing Land Use
» The Loyalist Secondary Plan Area north of the CNR is primarily rural with little 

development with the exception of the northwest area, which consists of highway 
services/commercial.

» South of the CNR is more developed within the Secondary Plan Area and includes 
residential development, institutions (Loyalist College, Susanna Moodie Elementary 
School) and environmentally protected areas surrounding Potter Creek.

» The Study Area east of the 
Loyalist Secondary Plan 
Area is primarily built up 
and consists primarily of 
residential, institutional, 
and commercial 
development. Other uses 
found throughout the Study 
Area include recreational-
open space, much of which 
is focused on the Moira 
River and the Bay of 
Quinte waterfront with 
highly valued trail systems.
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Future Land Use
» The Loyalist Secondary Plan Area is growing steadily 

from south to north towards Potters Creek between 
Avonlough Road and Avondale Road. The future 
development of the general area bounded by the CNR 
tracks to the north, Marshall Road to the east, south of 
Potter Creek, and Avonlough Road to the west will be 
guided by preliminary and draft plans.

» Moving east of the Loyalist Secondary Plan Area, the 
Study Area is built up. Future development is primarily 
focused on intensification and infill, which may primarily 
occur in the City Centre or along arterial road corridors.

Archaeology
» Stage 1 Archaeological Assessment has been 

completed.

» Significant portions of the Study Area have been 
previously disturbed and archaeological potential has 
been removed. Some portions of the Study Area have 
been identified as areas where archaeological potential 
may remain.

» A Stage 2 Archaeological Assessment is recommended 
for all land not demonstrated to be previously disturbed 
within the construction footprint limits of the preferred 
solutions (e.g., new SPS and forcemain alignment west 
of Marshall Road).

Cultural and Built Heritage Resources
» A preliminary screening for cultural heritage resources in the Study Area was 

completed.

» This initial screening checklist determined eight (8) properties designated under Part 
IV of the Ontario Heritage Act are located adjacent to the Preliminary Preferred 
Solution. There is also potential for further built heritage resources and cultural 
heritage landscapes to be identified within the Study Area.
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Alternative Planning Solutions
» To identify the recommended preferred wastewater servicing solution - strategy, the 

project was divided into four components for which alternative solutions were 
identified and evaluated.
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2
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Project Components

1. SPS Siting Alternatives

2. Forcemain/Gravity 
Sewer Alignments 
(New SPS to west of 
the Moira River)

3. Pressure Sewer –
Moira River Crossing 
Options

4. Pressure Sewer 
Routing (East side of 
the Moira River to the 
Wastewater Treatment 
Plant)
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1  SPS Siting Alternatives1
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Evaluation of SPS Siting Alternatives1

EVALUATION CRITERIA

SPS ALT 1
Adjacent to 

Existing 
System

SPS ALT 2
North side of 

Easement 
from Existing 

Station

SPS ALT 3
East of 

Susanna 
Moodie 
School

SPS ALT 4
West side of 

Marshall Road 

SPS ALT 5
South of 
Susanna 
Moodie 
School

SUMMARY OF CONSTRAINT RANKING RATIONALE 

LAND USE
» Potential effects on existing or approved/planned land uses
» Potential for conforming with approved local, and provincial plans and 

policies
» Anticipated Site Plan approval and Land Acquisition Considerations

High (Less 
Preferred)

High (Less 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

Low (More 
Preferred)

» SPS Alternative 5 can align with the future land use (not affected by active plan of subdivision).
» SPS Alts 3, 4 and 5 are located outside the Regulated Floodline and designated Environmental Protection Area. SPS 

Alternatives 1 and 2 are less preferred as they are located within the Regulated Floodline and Environmental Protection 
Area.

» SPS Alternative 5 has anticipated straight forward site plan approvals and land acquisition process.

TECHNICAL
» Constructability
» Impact on operations and maintenance
» Future infrastructure coordination opportunities or implementation risks
» Flexibility/ability to accommodate future growth beyond 2041
» Implementation timing-ability to meet fast in-service date
» Traffic impacts during construction, including expected lane/sidewalk 

closures and disruption to public transit

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

High (Less 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

Low (More 
Preferred)

» SPS Alternatives 1, 2 and 5 are located in close proximity to the existing Avonlough SPS making connections easier.
» SPS Alternatives 1, 2 and 5 require a longer trunk sewer network to collect flows from the entire drainage area. 
» SPS Alternative 3 will require municipal services as this land is currently not developed. 
» SPS Alternative 4 does not allow for early development north of Potters Creek to be easily connected to the new SPS. 
» SPS Alternative 4 allows for proposed residential lands to the east to move forward at an earlier stage however this is the 

deepest of the proposed SPS locations.    
» SPS Alternative 5 is more preferred compared to SPS Alternatives 1, 2,3 and 4 as it is close to the existing station for 

ease of connection, access directly off of Avonlough Road, situated on the north side of the creek to avoid the trunk 
sanitary sewer crossing and it is the second deepest proposed site.

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
» Potential effects on terrestrial/aquatic habitat and species
» Potential effects on Species at Risk (SAR) and their habitat
» Potential effects on surface and groundwater
» Potential to encounter soil and water contamination
» Anticipated environmental permitting and approval considerations

High (Less 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

High (Less 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

Low (More 
Preferred)

» SPS Alternative 5 has the least potential overall environmental effects compared to SPS Alternatives 1, 2, 3 and 4. SPS 
Alternative 5 is situated mostly in an agricultural field and is the furthest away from Potter Creek Tributary, which is a 
Locally Significant Wetland.

» SPS Alternative 2 overlaps direct fish habitat; however, SPS Alternatives 1, 3, 4 and 5 could still potentially indirectly 
impact fish and fish habitat based on works near water (Potter Creek). 

» Terrestrial SAR and their habitat may potentially occur in or within 120 m of SPS Alternatives 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. 
» SPS Alternatives 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 have low potential to encounter soil and water contamination.
» SPS Alternatives 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 have similar permitting and approval requirements. 

SOCIO-ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT
» Potential effects related to the enjoyment and use of property
» Disruption to residences, institutions, businesses, recreational facilities 

during construction (noise, vibration, dust, access)

Low (More 
Preferred)

Low (More 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

High (Less 
Preferred)

High (Less 
Preferred)

» SPS Alternatives 1, 2 and 3 avoid visual impacts and disruptions to sensitive land uses. 
» SPS Alternatives 4 and 5 may result in temporary disruptions (construction) and visual impacts to surrounding land uses. 

SPS Alternative 5 is located adjacent to Susanna Moodie Elementary School and SPS Alternative 4 is close to existing 
residential dwellings on Marshall Road. 

CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT
» Potential effects on archaeological resources
» Potential for disruption of built heritage resources

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

» SPS Alternatives 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 are equivalent 
heritage resources. 

– require Stage 2 archaeological assessment with no known built 

COST
» Cost of 
» Cost of 

construction 
operations / 

(including property acquisition)
maintenance

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

» SPS Alternative 4 is the most expensive station due to the depth and distance from the existing Avonlough SPS. The cost 
to collect flows from the contributing drainage area is lowest with SPS Alternative 4. 

» SPS Alternative 4 will have a lower cost of operation when comparing the hydraulic head difference for all SPS 
alternatives

» SPS Alternative 5 has a slightly higher cost due to depth and distance of forcemain to Bridge Street and Marshall Road. 
SPS Alternative 5 has a low initial cost of connection to the existing Avonlough Road SPS.

OVERALL POTENTIAL CONSTRAINT RANKING
 High Constraints/Impacts = Less Preferred
 Medium Constraints/Impacts = Moderately Preferred
 Low Constraints/Impacts = More Preferred

High (Less 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

High (Less 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

Low (More 
Preferred)

Key Rationale for SPS Alternative 5 (More Preferred)
►SPS Alternative 5 is located outside the Regulated Floodline and designated Environmental Protection Area and 

is anticipated to have the most straight forward site plan and environmental approvals and land acquisition 
process.

►SPS Alternative 5 is close to the existing station for ease of connection with access directly off of Avonlough 
Road and is situated on the north side of the creek (avoids major trunk sanitary sewer crossing).

►SPS Alternative 5 has the least amount of potential effects on the environment as it is situated mostly in an 
agricultural field and is the furthest away from Potter Creek Tributary (Locally Significant Wetland).

►Total capital cost is comparative to all other SPS Alternatives with a low initial cost of connection to the existing 
Avonlough Road SPS.
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2 Forcemain/Gravity Sewer Alignments* (New SPS to west of the Moira River)

Alignment 3 - multi-use 
pathway within the 
existing easement 

* Alignment 4 has been 
phased out based on the 
preliminary preferred 
SPS Site (Alternative 5)
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2 Evaluation of Forcemain/Gravity Sewer Alignments (New SPS to 
west of the Moira River)
: EVALUATION CRITERIA

ALIGN 1
Potters Creek / 

Bridge Street West

ALIGN 2
Proposed 

Subdivision / 
Bridge Street West

ALIGN 3
Existing Forcemain 

Easement / 
Bridge Street West

SUMMARY OF CONSTRAINT RANKING RATIONALE 

LAND USE
» Potential effects on existing or approved/planned land 

uses
» Potential for conforming with approved local, and 

provincial plans and policies

Medium (Moderately 
Preferred)

Medium (Moderately 
Preferred) Low (More Preferred)

»

»

Alignment 3 follows an existing utility corridor – allowance west of Marshall Road and presents a potential opportunity to coordinate with future 
plans for multi-use pathway within the existing easement and road allowance. Alignments 1 and 2 transect lands planned for other uses. 
Alignments 1, 2 and 3 may require an Environmental Impact Study for the segment west of Marshall Road. 

TECHNICAL
» Constructability
» Access and maintenance
» Future infrastructure coordination opportunities or 

implementation risks
» Weighted ranking for implementation with any SPS 

Alternative
» Traffic impacts during construction, including expected 

lane/sidewalk closures and disruption to public transit

Low (More Preferred) Medium (Moderately 
Preferred)

Low (More Preferred)

»

»
»
»
»

Alignment 2 requires coordination with the developer north of Potters Creek to ensure the proposed pipe is within a future residential road right 
of way. 
Alignment 3 can be installed at minimum cover within the existing easement. Potential property acquisition required for north south leg. 
Alignment 1 presents a straight path to Bridge Street and Marshall Road. Limitations will come from environmental risks. 
Bridge Street West has been selected as the preferred east-west alignment due to the topography and straight alignment. 
Traffic on Bridge Street will be interrupted for the construction phase between Marshall Road and Coleman Street. 

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT » Alignments 1, 2, and 3 share the same characteristics of many natural heritage components but differ in the amount of vegetation that may 
» Potential effects on terrestrial/aquatic habitat and require removal. Alignment 2 will require the most vegetation removal.

species » Alignments 1, 2 and 3 overlap direct fish habitat in the Potter Creek Tributary.
» Potential effects on Species at Risk (SAR) and their » Terrestrial SAR and their habitat may potentially occur in or within 120 m of Alignments 1, 2 and 3. There are no aquatic SAR within Potter 

habitat High (Less Preferred) High (Less Preferred) Low (More Preferred) Creek Tributary.
» Potential effects on surface and groundwater » Alignments 1, 2 and 3 have low to moderate potential to encounter soil and water contamination.
» Potential to encounter soil and water contamination » Alignment 3 has anticipated straight forward Conservation Authority approvals as the proposed works are within an approved easement (east-
» Anticipated environmental permitting and approval west segment), as well as future road (north-south segment), to be approved through the plan of subdivision process.

considerations
SOCIO-ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT
» Potential effects related to the enjoyment and use of 

property including disruption to residences, institutions, 
businesses, recreational facilities during construction 
(noise, vibration, dust, access)

Low (More Preferred) Low (More Preferred) Medium (Moderately 
Preferred)

» Alignment 1 is more preferred with less disruptions anticipated during construction. 
planned multi-use pathway once it is in service.

Construction of Alignment 3 may temporarily disrupt the 

CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT
» Potential effects on archaeological resources
» Potential for disruption of built heritage resources

Medium (Moderately 
Preferred)

Medium (Moderately 
Preferred)

Medium (Moderately 
Preferred)

» Alignments 1, 2 and 3 are equivalent – all require a Stage 2 archaeological assessment. 
disturbed right-of-way with a designated heritage property (110 Bridge Street West).

The alignment east of Marshall Road is within the 

COST
» Cost of construction (including property acquisition)
» Cost Vs. Weighted ranking for implementation with any 

SPS Alternative

Low (More Preferred) Medium (Moderately 
Preferred)

Medium (Moderately 
Preferred)

»

»
»

Alignment 1 is more preferred based on raw cost of the forcemain pipe to Bridge Street West and Marshall Road, excluding environmental 
protection aspects of the cost.
Alignment 1 provides a straight, shallow option to Bridge Street West and Marshall Road. 
Alignment 3 is also favored as the risk of permit approval is less due to the existing easement; however, the cost of construction for Alignment 
3 is the highest compared to Alignments 1 and 2 (related to length and restoration).

OVERALL POTENTIAL CONSTRAINT RANKING
 High Constraints/Impacts = Less Preferred
 Medium Constraints/Impacts = Moderately Preferred
 Low Constraints/Impacts = More Preferred

Medium (Moderately 
Preferred)

High (Less 
Preferred)

Low (More 
Preferred)

Key Rationale for Alignment 3 (More Preferred)
► Alignment 3 primarily follows an existing utility corridor – road allowance west of Marshall Road and presents a potential opportunity 

to coordinate with planned multi-use pathway.
► Alignment 3 can be installed at minimum cover within the existing city owned easement with only property acquisition required for 

the north south leg.
► Alignment 3 has anticipated straight forward Conservation Authority approvals as the proposed works are within an approved 

easement (east-west segment), as well as future road (north-south segment), approved through the plan of subdivision process.

* Alignment 4 has been phased out based on the preliminary preferred SPS Site (Alternative 5)
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3 Pressure Sewer – Moira River Crossing Options
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3 Evaluation of Pressure Sewer – Moira River Crossing Options 
EVALUATION CRITERIA

OPTION 1
Bridge Street
Trenchless

OPTION 2
Market Street
Trenchless

OPTION 3
Dundas Street 

Bridge
On Structure

OPTION 4
North of 

Dundas Street
Trenchless

OPTION 5
South of CPR 

Bridge
Trenchless

SUMMARY OF CONSTRAINT RANKING RATIONALE 

LAND USE
» Potential effects on existing or approved/planned land 

uses
» Potential for conforming with approved local, and 

provincial plans and policies

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

Low (More 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

»

»

»

Option 3 avoids temporary displacement of existing land use (e.g., park land, vehicular travel lanes, parking areas) related 
to tunnel shaft compounds. No impacts to approved/planned land uses (applies to all options).
Option 2 is favourable as it provides potential coordination with planned redevelopment of the parking lot on the east side of 
the river. 
Options 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 conform with local and provincial approved plans and policies – utility is permitted use within right-
of-way.

TECHNICAL » Option 3 being an on structure crossing is more favourable for access/ maintenance and can be constructed at the same 
» Constructability time as the bridge widening. 
» Impact on operations and maintenance » Option 2 is the most favourable trenchless crossing option due to the availability for construction staging, width of the river 
» Future infrastructure coordination opportunities or 

implementation risks
» Redundancy/ Interconnectivity Opportunity
» Traffic impacts during construction, including expected 

High (Less 
Preferred)

Low (More 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

»
»

and limited impact to traffic on Coleman Street and Front Street. 
Option 2 also offers an opportunity for coordination between other utilities requiring a new crossing of the river.
Option 1 would require a full closure of the Bridge Street bridge and Option 5 would require property acquisition from the 
Marina making these two crossing option the least preferred. 

lane/sidewalk closures and disruption to public transit »
»

Option 4 would cause major disruptions to the traffic on Front Street, Coleman Street and Dundas Street. 
Crossing Options 1 through 5 offer opportunity for interconnection to the Moira River Pressure Sewer providing redundancy 
to the City’s overall sanitary sewer network. 

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
» Potential effects on terrestrial/aquatic habitat and species
» Potential effects on Species at Risk (SAR) and their 

habitat..
» Potential effects on surface and groundwater
» Potential to encounter soil and water contamination
» Anticipated environmental permitting and approval 

considerations

Low (More 
Preferred)

Low (More 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

Low (More 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

»
»

»
»

»

Options 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 cross the Moira River and share the same characteristics of many natural heritage components.
Options 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 have little to no vegetation communities or wildlife habitats present. Impacts will be limited to street 
trees or landscape vegetation.
Terrestrial/Aquatic SAR and their habitat may potentially occur in or within 120 m of Options 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. 
Options 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 have the same moderate potential to encounter soil and groundwater contamination based on 
previous urban land uses. 
Option 3 has more straightforward permitting and approval requirements; however, if Barn Swallow nests are identified on 
the Dundas Street Bridge, an authorization under O.Reg. 242/08 of the Endangered Species Act may be required. Options 
1, 2, 4 and 5 do not require this additional permit. 

SOCIO-ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT
» Potential effects related to the enjoyment and use of 

property including disruption to residences, institutions, 
businesses, recreational facilities during construction 
(noise, vibration, dust, access)

Low (More 
Preferred)

Low (More 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

High (Less 
Preferred)

»

»

»
»

Options 1, 2, 4 and 5 all result in potential impacts from tunnel shaft compounds (e.g., temporary loss of 
lane closures, parking areas).
Option 3 results in temporary impacts related to construction on and beside bridge (bridge lane closures 
access to local downtown businesses and other areas).
Option 4 may potentially temporarily restrict access to downtown.
Option 5 results in potential disruptions to Belleville Harbor marinas, businesses and Victoria Park.

parkland space, 

may reduce 

CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT
» Potential effects on archaeological resources
» Potential for disruption of built heritage resources

Low (More 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

Low (More 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

High (Less 
Preferred)

»

»
»

Options 1, 2, 3 and 4 have low potential for a Stage 2 archaeological assessment (works within disturbed right-of-way). 
Option 5 includes a segment of sewer within the partially undisturbed CPR corridor that would trigger a Stage 2 
archaeological assessment. 
Option 2 includes the most designated heritage properties along the pressure sewer compared to Options 1, 3, 4, and 5.
Option 4 may require relocation of an existing monument at the northwest corner of Dundas St. E. and Front St. 

COST
» Cost of construction 
» Cost of operations / 

(including property acquisition)
maintenance

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

Low (More 
Preferred)

High (Less 
Preferred)

High (Less 
Preferred)

»

»
»

Option 1 is the lowest construction cost of the trenchless option however; the required depth of the crossing is unknown at 
this time to pass under future Bridge Street bridge footing potentially increasing this cost. 
Options 1, 2, 4 and 5 are more costly than Option 3 due to the method of crossing.
Option 5 is the most expensive trenchless crossing due to the width of the Moira River at that location. 

OVERALL POTENTIAL CONSTRAINT RANKING
 High Constraints/Impacts = Less Preferred
 Medium Constraints/Impacts = Moderately Preferred
 Low Constraints/Impacts = More Preferred

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

Low (More 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

High (Less 
Preferred)

Key Rationale for Option 2 (More Preferred)
► Option 2 provides potential coordination with planned redevelopment of the parking lot on the east side of the 

river. Option 2 also offers an opportunity for coordination between other utilities requiring a new crossing of the 
river.

► Option 2 is the most favourable trenchless crossing option due to the availability for construction staging, width of 
the river and limited impact to traffic on Coleman Street and Front Street and local businesses.

► Option 2 has little to no vegetation communities or wildlife habitats present with potential impacts limited to street 
trees or landscape vegetation.
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4 Pressure Sewer Routes (East Side of the Moira River to the WWTP)
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4 Evaluation of Avonlough SPS Pressure Sewer Routing from East Side of Moira to 
WWTP

EVALUATION CRITERIA
ROUTE 1
Dundas/ 

George St.

ROUTE 2
Pinnacle/ St. 

Paul St. 

ROUTE 3
Church/St. 

Paul St.

ROUTE 4
John St. S/St. 

Paul St. 

ROUTE 5
Parallel to 

CPR Corridor
SUMMARY OF CONSTRAINT RANKING RATIONALE 

LAND USE
1.Potential effects on existing or approved/planned land uses
2.Potential for conforming with approved local, and provincial 

policies
plans and 

Low (More 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

Low (More 
Preferred)

High (Less 
Preferred)

»

»

Routes 1, 2, 3 and 4 are equivalent in terms of planned/approved land uses with all infrastructure to be installed 
within the existing road right-of-way. Route 5 is parallel to the CPR rail corridor, which is planned for expansion. 
Routes 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 conform with local and provincial approved plans and policies – utility is permitted use within 
right-of-way. Routes 2, 3 and 5 within an identified area that is subject to the City’s Health and Safety By-law 
Number 2020-21.

TECHNICAL » There are no major benefits technically between Routes 2, 3 and 4. Route 1 presents a hydraulic challenge due to 
1.Constructability increasing ground surface elevations as you travel east on Dundas Street.
2.Impact on operations and maintenance » Route 2 offers a coordination opportunity with the reconstruction of Pinnacle Street. 
3.Future infrastructure coordination opportunities or implementation risks
4.Redundancy/ Interconnectivity Opportunity
5.Traffic impacts during construction, including expected lane/sidewalk 

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

High (Less 
Preferred)

High (Less 
Preferred)

Low (More 
Preferred)

High (Less 
Preferred)

» Routes 2 and 3 have a longer construction duration to address contaminated soil/groundwater and associated 
health and safety implementation risks associated with the handling and disposal of contaminated materials (Health 
and Safety By-law Number 2020-21).

closures and disruption to public transit »
»
»

Route 1 presents a major traffic disruption to Dundas Street. 
Route 4 trenchless CPR crossing on John Street has less traffic impacts anticipated compared to other routes.
Directional drilling is an option on residential streets that have adequate space between existing utilities. 

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
1.Potential effects on terrestrial/aquatic habitat and species
2.Potential effects on Species at Risk (SAR) and their habitat..
3.Potential effects on surface and groundwater
4.Potential to encounter soil and water contamination
5.Anticipated environmental permitting and approval considerations.

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

High (Less 
Preferred)

High (Less 
Preferred)

Low (More 
Preferred)

High (Less 
Preferred)

»

»

»
»

»

Routes 2, 3, 4 and 5 have little to no vegetation communities that are present with impacts limited to street trees 
and/or landscape vegetation. 
Route 1 has an unevaluated wetland located within 120 m (east of South George Street and south of St. Paul 
Street). An Environmental Impact Study may be required with Quinte Conservation and City of Belleville.
Routes 1 and 5 have the greatest number of SAR with a medium potential of occurring within 120 m of the routes.
Routes 2 and 3 have the highest potential effects on surface and groundwater based on historical 
industrial/commercial uses with health and safety issues associated with the handling and disposal of contaminated 
materials (City Health and Safety By-law Number 2020-21).
Route 4 has the least complicated permitting and approval requirements. Routes 1 and 5 have more complicated 
permitting and approval requirements based on the number of SAR that may require Permit/Authorization or 
Registration under the Endangered Species Act. 

SOCIO-ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT
1.Potential effects related to the enjoyment and use of property including 

disruption to residences, institutions, businesses, recreational facilities 
during construction (noise, vibration, dust, access).

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

Low (More 
Preferred)

» Route 5 has the least potential impacts related to the enjoyment and use of property. Route 1 may 
temporary access restrictions to the former Belleville Police Services Centre.

result in potential 

CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT
1.Potential effects on archaeological resources
2.Potential for disruption of built heritage resources

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

»

»
»
»

Routes 1, 2, 3 and 4 have low potential for a Stage 2 archaeological assessment (works within disturbed right-of-
way). Route 5 includes a segment of sewer within the partially undisturbed corridor that would trigger a Stage 2 
archaeological assessment.
Route 5 has one designated heritage property (75 St. Paul Street).
Route 4 has two designated properties (43-146 Pinnacle Street and 75 St. Paul Street) along the route.
Routes 1, 2 and 3 have two designated heritage properties (45-47 South Front Street and 75 St. Paul Street).

COST
1.Cost of construction 
2.Cost of operations / 

(including property acquisition)
maintenance

Low (More 
Preferred)

High (Less 
Preferred)

High (Less 
Preferred)

Low (More 
Preferred)

High (Less 
Preferred)

»

»

Routes 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 are similar in cost based on raw material quantity; however Routes 2, 3, and 5 have 
additional costs associated with the high probability of encountering contaminated soils/groundwater related to 
Health and Safety By-law Number 2020-21.
Route 1 and 4 have the lowest overall costs.

OVERALL POTENTIAL CONSTRAINT RANKING
 High Constraints/Impacts = Less Preferred
 Medium Constraints/Impacts = Moderately Preferred
 Low Constraints/Impacts = More Preferred

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

Medium 
(Moderately 
Preferred)

Low (More 
Preferred)

High (Less 
Preferred)

Key Rationale for Route 4 (More Preferred)
► Route 4 trenchless CPR crossing on John Street has less traffic impacts anticipated compared to the other 

routes.
► Route 4 has straightforward permitting and approval requirements. 
► Route 4 has no designated heritage properties.
► Route 4 is less costly as it avoids the area that is subject to Health and Safety By-law Number 2020-21.
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Preferred Wastewater Servicing Strategy

Project Components
SPS Siting Alternatives:

» SPS Alternative 5 (South 
of Susanna Moodie 
School; East side of 
Avonlough Road and North 
of Potter Creek)

Forcemain/Gravity Sewer 
Alignments (New SPS to west 
of the Moira River):

» Alignment 3 (Existing 
Forcemain Easement/ 
Bridge Street West

Pressure Sewer – Moira River 
Crossing Options:

» Option 2 (Market Street; 
Trenchless)

Pressure Sewer Routing (East 
side of the Moira River to the 
Wastewater Treatment Plant):

» Route 4  (John St. S/St. 
Paul St.)

1
2

3

4

4

3

2

1
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Preferred Wastewater Servicing Strategy: 
Trenchless Crossings and Connection to 
WWTP
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Project Description

Project Component Description *Cost **Other Considerations

1 SPS Alternative 5 
SPS (East side of 
Avonlough Road 
and North of Potter 
Creek)

» SPS site size: approximately 60x60 
metres (allows for construction staging)

» Minimum SPS capacity: 365.5 L/s
» Key components:
‒ Pump Station with submersible 

pumps within the wet well
‒ Meter chamber
‒ Standby power and generator
‒ Control compound
‒ Emergency Overflow (Required by 

the Ministry of the Environment, 
Conservation and Parks)

» $12.6M » None identified at this time.

2 Alignment 3 
(Existing 
Forcemain 
Easement/ Bridge 
Street West)

» Forcemain Length: 1600 metres
» Gravity Sewer Length: 2080 metres
» Pressure Sewer Length: 180 metres
» Diameter to be determined based on 

modeling

» $21.7M

» Opportunity for intercepting 
existing/ interim /future 
sanitary loadings 
contributing to Bridge Street 
West.

3 Pressure Sewer 
Crossing Option 2 
(Market Street; 
Trenchless)

» Tunnel shaft compounds:
‒ Launching shafts: 7 metre dia. 
‒ Receiving shafts: 6 metre dia.

» Tunnel lengths: 
‒ Moira River 135 metres
‒ Market St: 135 metres

» Diameter to be determined based on 
modeling

» $7.2M

» Opportunity to interconnect 
with existing Moira Pressure 
Sewer for operational 
contingency and potentially 
as short-term outlet solution 
(investigation in progress).

» Tunnel diameter may 
increase to accommodate 
future additional utilities.

4 Pressure Sewer 
Route 4  (John St. 
S/St. Paul St.) to 
the Wastewater 
Treatment Plant

» Pressure Sewer Length: 1400 metres.
» Trenchless crossing required under 

existing CPR tracks 60 metres.
» Connection to the WWTP headworks.  
» Diameter to be determined based on 

modeling

» $12.2M

» Potential constraint related 
to the connection at the 
WWTP existing headworks 
– future investigation 
needed as part of detailed 
design.

Notes: *Total capital cost of the above components is $53.7M.  
**Phasing and sequencing options are being reviewed and will be included in the MCEA Project File report. 
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How will Potential Impacts be Addressed?
Natural Environment

Potential Effects:

» Removal/loss and/or damage to trees 
and habitat during construction.

» Disturbance to wildlife due to 
construction, noise and heavy 
machinery.

» Impacts to Species at Risk (SAR).
» Sediment entering vegetation 

communities.
» Disturbance to wetlands.
» Disturbance to Fish and Mussel 

Species.

Proposed Mitigation:

» Avoidance of sensitive timing windows for various 
species and work below the High Water Mark.

» Install fence barriers for tree protection
» Ensure controlled construction vehicle access, 

away from the identified vegetation communities.
» Install turtle exclusion fencing around any work 

locations adjacent to wetlands, ponds, or lakes 
within sensitive timing windows to prevent turtles 
from nesting in the work area.

» SAR identified as potentially occurring within 120 
m of the Project Alternatives should be surveyed 
for once the preferred alternative has been 
selected to understand ESA requirements during 
Detailed Design.

» Complete a more detailed wildlife observation 
protocol during Detailed Design.

» Implement Erosion and Sediment Control Plan 
measures during Detailed Design.

» Mitigation measures for the Provincially Significant 
Wetland (PSW) will be determined as part of the 
Environmental Impact Study (EIS) and Detailed 
Design. All unevaluated wetlands and Locally 
Significant Wetlands (LSWs) were treated as 
Provincially Significant for this study.

» Consideration to be given to the evaluation of 
unevaluated wetlands surrounding the Potter 
Creek Locally Significant Wetland (LSW) and 
confirmation of the boundaries of the existing 
Potter Creek Tributary LSW during Detailed 
Design.

» If in-water works are to occur, fish and mussel 
relocations will be required prior to any 
construction activities below the High Water Mark.

Impacts and Mitigation Measures will be further developed and refined once the 
preferred wastewater servicing strategy is confirmed.
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How will Potential Impacts be Addressed?
Archaeology and Cultural Heritage Resources

Potential Effects:
» Impacts to archaeological resources.
» Indirect impacts to built heritage 

resources.
» No anticipated impacts to Indigenous 

communities.

Proposed Mitigation:
» A Stage 2 Archaeological Assessment is 

required for all land not demonstrated to be 
previously disturbed within the construction 
footprint limits of the preferred solutions (e.g., 
new SPS, forcemain alignment west of 
Marshall Road).

» Where indirect impacts to built heritage 
resources are identified, mitigation measures 
such as vibration monitoring or other 
measures will be implemented.

Socio-Economic Environment

Potential Effects:
» Increased noise levels during construction 

and operation due to heavy equipment.
» Increased dust during construction.
» Impacts to travelling public during 

construction..

Proposed Mitigation:
» Conform with applicable by-laws and 

policies.
» Inform local residents of the type and 

duration of construction planned.
» Employ Best Management Practices, 

including engine maintenance and use of 
dust suppressors.

» Maintain one open lane of traffic in each 
direction throughout construction process.

Impacts and Mitigation Measures will be further developed and refined once the 
preferred wastewater servicing strategy is confirmed.
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Next Steps

Fall 2021
» Consider all questions and comments received from this PIC.
» Finalize the Preferred Solution – Wastewater Servicing Strategy.

Fall 2021 – Winter 2022
» Finalize the Project File report.
» Issue Notice of Completion.
» Address 30-day review comments.
» Prepare MCEA closeout memorandum.

2022
» Complete preliminary design phase (timing is subject to MCEA approval).

2022 – 2023 - Detailed Design/Approvals
» Complete detailed design, secure permits and approvals and complete property 

acquisitions (subject to Council approval and funding). 

2024 and Beyond - Construction
» Proceed to construction (subject to Council approval and funding). 
» Construction of trunk sewers will be phased to facilitate quicker in service timeline 

for pumping station. 
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Thank you for Participating!
How to Stay Involved.
» Stay informed! Visit the project website: constructionprojects.belleville.ca, 

Avonlough Sewage Pumping Station – Environmental Assessment and 
Preliminary Design 

» Keep in touch! Join our mailing list – leave us an email or mailing address to 
receive future notifications.

» Comments?  We encourage you provide your feedback by November 8, 2021. 
All comments will be reviewed and considered by the Project Team.

To submit additional questions, comments or to be added to the project mailing 
list, please contact:

Barry Simpson, P.Eng.
City Project Manager
Engineering and Development Services
The Corporation of the City of Belleville
169 Front Street
Belleville, Ontario K8N 2Y8
613-968-6481 ext. 3508
bsimpson@belleville.ca

Frikkie Becker, M.Eng., P.Eng.
Consultant Project Manager
AECOM
300 Water Street 
Whitby, Ontario L1N 9J2
905-215-1236
Frikkie.becker@aecom.com
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